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Development Objective (Provide clear and concise description of what is expected to be achieved - avoid generalization. Please limit to no more than 5 

sentences.) 

The development objective of the proposed IDF grant is to strengthen the capacity of the Supreme Court, and its Communications department in particular, to design 

and implement a change management and communications (CM&C) program that builds on the value s of integrity and transparency espoused by the Judiciary and 

allows the institution to get closer to the citizens it serves. This objective will take place within the framework of the Access to State Public Information Act.  

Development Objective Discussion (Optional section - Provide more background and detail on the DO, if helpful for the reader to better understand the 

Recipient's need for the grant.) 

One of the goals of Chile#s public sector strengthening -an area of country-Bank cooperation under the CPS- was to give greater voice and participation to citizens. 

The Chilean Judiciary is seeking to improve its standing both domestically and internationally. Domestically, the Judiciary feels the need to improve perception and 

acceptance from users and society at large to strengthen its overall governance. The Judiciary acknowledges that citizens# unfavorable perceptions about the 

institution remain an issue as it finds itself trailing behind the Police Force and the Government in overall levels of approval, especially within the lower-income 

segments of the population. Users are demanding an improvement in the quality, transparency and accessibility of the information they receive. The Judiciary is 

starting to realize, however, that improving transparency and making information widely available does not automatically translate into an improvement of its image 

and increased public approval. The Judiciary understands that in order to foster trust and improve the way it is perceived in society it needs to reach out to society in a 

proactive and systematic manner  

Now that Chile has been accepted as an OECD member, the Supreme Court wants to raise its own standards to OECD levels. The Chilean Judiciary is looking to 

establish itself amongst the high-standing Judiciaries found in other OECD countries. The close follow-up of international indicators about transparency and 

accountability has helped the Chilean Judiciary to identify the need to know how successful transparency and accountability strategies that have been implemented in 

other OECD countries and the need to disseminate such knowledge through the whole court system.  

Chile has a well-deserved reputation for "clean" government. Out of 159 countries assessed by Transparency International in 2009, Chile was ranked twenty-third 

(23rd) with a score of 6.9 out of a "clean" score of 10. In 2006 Chile ratified the 2003 United Nations Convention against Corruption that requires each country to 

promote public education and training programs to meet international standards for the rightful, honest and proper performance of public duties, and to enhance 

awareness of the corruption risks inherent in the performance of such functions. This IDF grant will contribute to fulfill this international commitment at the level of 

the Judiciary.  

Link to CAS and/or ESW (core diagnostics, e.g., CPAR, CFAA, PER, CEM, etc.), and relationship to Bank operations 

The objective of the latest Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) was to help realizing Chile's goal of convergence with OECD inco me levels and living standards 

through faster growth and greater equality of opportunity. The CPS was therefore designed to meet the changing needs of a highly successful, globally integrated 

middle income country (MIC). The CPS also notes that strong macroeconomic fundamentals and outward looking trade policies have been accompanied by 

governance reforms that have progressively increased efficiency and transparency, and have given Chile a well-deserved reputation for "clean" government. Chile's 

goals ar e fully consistent with the overall Bank GAC strategy and its implementation plan, which highlights transparency and accountability as key elements for 

good governance.  

On the justice sector side, the Chilean Judiciary has partnered with WBI in a regional transparency and accountability program that includes the participation of 

judicial officials in peer learning events and the coordination of institutional assessments with local stakeholders. WBI's program follows a participatory approach 

linked with peer-to-peer knowledge-sharing and learning, acr oss LCR countries. The program brings together various stakeholders (sector authorities, civil society, 

academia, private sector, media) around the design and implementation of reform proposals to improve transparency and accountability in the judiciary. This program 

is implemented in partnership with regional institutions, such as the Latin American Judicial Summit (LAJS), the Justice Studies Center for the Americas (CEJA) and 

the Due Process of Law Foundation (DPLF) and aims at engaging key regional leaders in a process of institutional reforms.  

Within the context of that regional program, in May 2009, the Chilean Judiciary hosted an event in Santiago that marked a breaking point in the discussion of 

transparency and accountability issues among the LCR judiciaries and helped WBI to complete the design of the program, opening a window of opportunity to 



explore other forms of Bank support. WBI's technical assistance helped the Judiciary to develop: (a) a baseline diagnostic analysis to identify institutional gaps and 

challenges, and to establish indicators of transparency and accountability; and (b) an action learning program with five other countries to facilitate an intensive 

exchange of experiences among peers and foster cooperative solutions. The action-oriented program follows a participatory learning approach that integrates 

analytical and empirical rigor with multi-stakeholder engagement and coalition-building techniques.  

Following WBI 's methodology, the program consists of several interlinked phases, which together provide a platform to create commitment around institutional 

reforms to improve the levels of transparency and accountability in the justice sector. Informal discussions between CMU/SMU senior staff and the Supreme Court 

have taken place during the last six months regarding the various instruments that the Bank might use to support the Chilean Judiciary. Based on the diagnostics and 

participatory action plan, one of the priority areas identified by the Judiciary Steering Committee was a change management and communications strategy. To support 

the implementation of the action plan an IDF was identified as the most suitable instrument.  

A formal request to prepare an IDF grant proposal addressing the three priority policy goals identified by the Court (public trust, accountability and communications 

strategy) was received in January. This IDF will finance a set of institutional strengthening activities complementary to that of WBI that can help build a long-term 

relationship with the Chilena Supreme Court. This proposal was prepared jointly by the Supreme Court- CMU/SMU/WBI/EXT team. It is an innovative proposal that 

not only addresses the immediate needs of the Chilean judiciary but also may have replication potential in other countries that are part of the Latin-American Judicial 

Summit (an organization that includes more than 23 countries around Latinamerica), in particular the five (5) countries that participates in the first stage of WBI#s 

program (Brazil, Costa Rica, Paraguay and Uruguay).  

A recently approved IDF grant to the Chilean Council of Transparency demonstrates the committed support toward the strengthening of Chilean institutions on 

issues of transparency and accountability that this grant will help finance.  

Relationship to country/recipient's development program, including donor activities 

A Steering Committee previously formed as part of the Judicial Transparency and Accountability Program has identified the area of communication strategy as a top 

priority for the Supreme Court#s institutional reform.  

As a State policy, Chile has advanced a "cumulative reforms" strategy on integrity and transparency in the public sector. Congress has approved a number of legal 

and institutional reforms to fight corruption develop accountability and access to public information, and citizen oversight. Outcomes on the Executive Branch have 

been highly successful (Chile is usually one of the top Latin American countries in international rankings), and the Judiciary now wishes to raise its integrity and 

transparency standards to OECD levels, building on the achievements of the Executive.  

The Access to State Public Information Act has provided the country with a strengthened framework to prevent and fight corruption. The Act establishes the 

citizens' right to public information and a constitutional protection procedure, provides sanctions for offending public officials, and creates the Transparency Council. 

This Act represents a major cultural change in the public sector (especially for the Judiciary) which will not be accomplished in the absence of an institutional 

strengthening program that establishes adequate arrangements and ensures key officials are prepared/ready to deal with the new legal mandates. The dissemination of 

reliable information about the new rules and good practices is also essential to raise awareness about new rights and empower citizens faced with information barriers. 

The Chilean Judiciary has a solid track record as a leading reformer in LCR, including difficult and challenging reforms like: (a) modernization of judicial processes 

which reduced delays in justice delivery; (b) introduction of the oral-based argument system and public hearings as the basis for criminal justice reform; and (c) 

partnerships with accountability institutions in Chile (i.e., the Attorney General, the Comptroller General, the Constitutional Court and others) to work together with 

the common objective of improving accountability.  

The three priority areas selected by the Supreme Court for this IDF grant (accountability, communications, perceptions) are intimately connected, and this proposal 

focuses on addressing the traditional problem of partial/unreliable perceptions by citizens with innovative solutions based on a mix of public communications with 

change management strategies.  

The communication dimension will be concentrated on citizens' perceptions, as the Chilean Judiciary has generally received posi tive reviews in the international 



arena benefitting from the prestige of the country's political/economic reforms during the last tw o decades. Citizens' perceptions of the court system are critical for 

overall governance as officials are not elected as in the executive or legislative branches of power.  

Therefore, a society that holds the judiciary in high esteem and is satisfied with judicial performance adds a key layer of trust/legitimacy to the State institutions it 

has established. The Chilean judiciary acknowledges that it has traditionally been an enclosed, self-sufficient institution that has not absorbed some modern public 

service values or has not taken advantage of opportunities to market quality services. When necessary, the communications activities will clearly separate the 

responsibilities of the Judiciary from those of other agencies of the justice sector (such as the police or prisons administration) as an essential first step to further 

clarify its own responsibilities, and allow citizens, Congress and the Executive to focus on where real reforms may be needed. Whenever possible, the Judiciary will 

strive to align its communications program with similar efforts undertaken by other institutions of the justice sector. This will be crucial because in the eyes of most 

citizens, institutional responsibilities and divisions of labor are less relevant than the desired societal outcomes in connection with the rule of law.  

Description of the IDF - Financed Components, Activities and Outcomes 

1. COMPONENT: Change management and communications strategy 

CM&C is a sophisticated area of growing interest in Chile and elsewhere in Latin America. A number of prestigious Chilean firms are already active in this field 

with solid local and international experience. The Chilean Government is increasingly using this critical tool of public sector reform (for instance, in the context of the 

recent pension reform). A CM&C strategy is also being developed by the Comptroller General's Office. The process of preparing such a strategy will also help the 

Judiciary and its Communications department to better ascertain its own needs and priorities, and engage a wide range of judicial staff in one of the most dynamic and 

promising areas of public sector reform.  

The change management dimension will deal with:  

1) Integrity and attitudinal changes needed for the Chilean Judiciary#s Communications department to produce regular, quality and timely information for the use of 

outside stakeholders. While the leadership of the Judiciary is committed to the process of opening up the institution and making it more accountable and transparent, 

and generally more "user friendly", an internal communications program is required to ensure that these values permeate throughout the institution and ownership of 

the reform is developed at all levels. Change management will also help the Judicial policy-makers to take a closer view at inputs, processes, outputs and outcomes 

with impact on citizens# perceptions about transparency and accountability. The Judiciary will be able to tackle integrity issues through a solid framework that 

maintains and enhances national standards. It will improve its capabilities to foster integrity through a capacity-building and awareness-raising strategy that generates 

an integrity culture within the court system, the creation of an institutional network responsible for advocating integrity, and developing judicial official's skill s (not 

only knowledge, but mostly attitudes and behaviors) through a broad capacity-building program.  

2) A leadership and management program for senior executives and high-level judicial officials that will allow them to lead by example other court staff, while 

periodically identifying and disseminating best practices in this field.  

3) The establishment of an institutional network (including communication/information officials) will provide a sustainable institutional arrangement for the full-

fledged implementation of the Access to State Public Information Act. This network will facilitate senior management action on integrity and transparency matters 

through a wide operational and territorial coverage, including courts located far away from Santiago. This innovative approach to increase transparency and 

accountability should be documented from the outset to enable other countries in the region to learn from the Chilean experience.  

As a precedent/reference for the development of the TORs of specific activities, the IDF grant will take into account the CM&C strategies developed by the Bank as 

part of its advisory services for the reform of the Secretariat of Finance and Public Credit (SHCP) in Mexico, and the Ministry of Finance (MEF) of Peru around 

performance management reforms. Specifically for the Chilean Judiciary, it will benefit from the work advanced with its own resources in the areas like ISO 

certifications, balanced scorecard, management targets, business intelligence, etc. It will not deal with issues of judicial governance that will be tackled under an IDB-

financed operation.  



Outcome 

The outcome of the project will be a Judiciary that is closer to the citizens of Chile and that enjoys a greater level of public trust.  

1.1 ACTIVITY: Design and Launch of the Chilean Judiciary's internal and external communications strategy 

Design and launch of the Chilean Judiciary's internal and external communications strategy to support its transparency and accountability program by:  

1) Identifying the priorities based on the diagnostic work conducted as part of the Judicial Transparency and Accountability Program. To complement this diagnostic 

that was focused on the users of the service, small survey/focus groups throughout the country will be conducted by an independent local firm that has already 

participated in conducting WBI#s baseline survey to assess the perception of citizens (not users) regarding the judicial system. This survey will solely focus on 

citizens# perceptions since data on user perceptions has already been gathered in the baseline survey. It is critical to identify the causes of the large gap of perception 

between citizens that use the court system and the large majority who has not. Identifying new factors that can help the Judiciary become more #tangible# to the 

citizenry and its users will be essential, while at the same time, reinforcing the information available on other key factors such as: decisions that are transparent, 

effective use of time by court personnel, timeliness, expediency and transparency in the handling of court claims, equal application of the law by judges using a single 

criteria, contribution of the Judiciary to the social and institutional development of the country, and the independence and autonomy of the Judiciary with respect to 

other State powers.  

The Steering Committee that has been working on WBI#s Action Learning Program to Improve Transparency and Accountability -formed by civil society 

representatives, the private sector and the Judiciary among others- will use the results of the diagnostics to guide:  

(i) the development of a communication strategy and participatory action plan that will allow the Judiciary to position itself via-�is users and citizens 
throughout the country. This strategy will place the Judiciary as the engine of a broader 
communication and public education effort, building alliances with civil society organizations interested in promoting the rule of law, and 

encouraging other institutions of the justice system to align their communication efforts;  

(ii) the development of a communications pilot program in selected Appeals Courts based on the strategies developed.. The piloting strategy will decentralize and 

increase the coverage of communicative actions in selected Appeals Courts and Jurisdictions across the country, including the strengthening of press offices in 

selected Appeals Courts and other tribunals. The pilot program will also support the establishment of partnerships with non-governmental organizations at the local 

level to facilitate the strengthening of its ties with Chilean society;  

(iii) the strengthening of communication activities in tribunals located in the Metropolitan Region, including the training and capacity building of the 

Communications Teams and of a selected group of judges who will act as spokespeople for the institution; and  

(iv) the launching of a series of pilot audiovisual activities to strengthen the Judiciary#s institutional image as well as demystifying the figure of the judges. On a 

learning-by-doing basis, among other modalities, these pilot activities will include the production of some initial television #spots# highlighting the role of the 

judiciary in addressing social and economic issues that are important to the nation. These series of spots will be initially broadcast in an existing public affairs 

program with the understanding that the partner TV station would eventually continue their production to make this initiative sustainable. Other pilot audiovisual 

activities will include the design of public service announcements and the creation of an instructional video for dissemination and orientation services for users at the 

tribunals# waiting rooms.  

1.1.1  OUTPUT: Internal communications strategy paper, updated Web Portal, Awareness raising campaign, Communicatio 

-Communications policy, target audience and messages created allowing the Judiciary to position itself vis-�is users and 
citizens throughout the country.  



-Improvement of the accountability item of the Judiciary#s annual memoir.  

-Communications teams strengthened (including at least 7 communication offices #vocer# in Appeals Courts)  

-The Judiciary#s communication team trained in the production, publishing and editing of audiovisual material.  

-Communicative actions implemented in Metropolitan Region courts (Penal, Family and Labor Reform).  

-Design of training module for the communication offices and its application in each jurisdiction (17 in total)  

1.2 ACTIVITY: Design and initial implementation of the Chilean Judiciary's Communication department user services  

The Judiciary#s user services development strategy will support:  

(i) the development of a strategy to better serve the users of the Judiciary by improving the mechanisms in place for the provision of services. To do so, the 

development and implementation of a #call center# will serve as a crucial tool to strengthen and support the Judiciary#s feedback mechanisms (for consultations, 

claims and suggestions) by users and citizens in connection with the administration of justice;  

(ii) the incorporation of user services and evaluation of the Judiciary#s #call-center# project and information access for users through the Web Portal; and  

(iii) the development of a manual for the users of the Judiciary to increase the quality of services and provide orientation and referrals.  

1.2.1  OUTPUT: System to engage with users of the Judiciary 

Mechanisms to receive feedback (claims, suggestions and consultations) including the call center created and approved. Call-center 

information and electronic information project evaluated.  

Users manual developed and tested in pilot form.  

1.3 ACTIVITY: Establishment of accountability mechanisms for managers and operators of the Chilean Judiciary 

The Judiciary with the help of consultants will develop accountability mechanisms for managers and operators of the Chilean Judiciary by:  

(i) Designing training activities in strategic management tools and continuous improvement (balanced scorecard). These activities will enable the delivery to 

Appeals Courts and tribunals of basic knowledge tools to support jurisdictional duties and disseminate information generated through its effective utilization; and  

(ii) Carrying out training in information technology tools to support management (business intelligence) so that it can be used by the officials of the Appeals Courts 

of the Judiciary that can also be used to generate information than can be disseminated.  

1.3.1  OUTPUT: Training Program-Training Materials and Guidance Manuals 

Effective accountability mechanisms operational as part of the Judicial Change Management & Communications Strategy. This includ es 

the production of statistical reports for accountability in jurisdictional management.  

Training of trainers in at least 12 jurisdictions. At least one Appeals Court official in each department and zone administration trained in 



information technology tools for business.  

Development of a training module for judges and staff of the Judiciary in matters of transparency, integrity and accountability.  

2. COMPONENT: Establishment of a knowledge exchange framework to facilitate access to international best practices  

Beyond the access to peer-to-peer knowledge provided by WBI's regional program, the Chilean Judiciary has identified its need t o improve its "know-how" on 

successful transparency and accountability and communication mechanisms as it strives to raise its existing standards and reach OECD-acceptable levels. This 

component will support a knowledge-sharing mechanism on transparency, accountability and communications that facilitates exchanges on key issues at various 

levels (senior management and operational staff). The framework will comprise virtual exchanges, seminars, workshops and content development (lessons learned 

and case studies). Initially, this mechanism will involve representatives of judicial bodies from Canada, Australia, the Netherlands and Sweden. This initiative will be 

complementary to OECD 's Open Government Initiative. Partnerships with other donors and multilateral organizations such as the IDB and CEJA will be explored.  

Outcome 

Chilean Judiciary capable of selecting and adopting international standards from OECD countries.  

2.1 ACTIVITY: Establishment of a peer-to-peer knowledge exchange framework to facilitate access to international 

The establishment of a network of the key judicial officials responsible for communication with the public and for facilitating access to information, and promoting 

staff integrity. This network will comprise only key positions (senior management and high-level professional staff) within the court system. Network members will 

play a leadership/advisory role on integrity and transparency matters for other judicial staff, and will facilitate the implementation of the Access to State Public 

Information Act. The IDF grant will finance: (i) the design of an administrative/operational system for the network, anchored in a permanent coordination committee 

that will be in charge of coordinating actions to raise awareness and motivate participants of the Judiciary, and defining contact and communication channels; (ii) the 

design of an ICT module within the Judiciary's intranet to manage the network information flows; and (iii) 4 workshops for internal diffusion at a regional level on 

matters relating to transparency, integrity and accountability.  

2.1.1  OUTPUT: Network of key judicial officials responsible for facilitating access 

Network Operational Manual, ICT Module to manage information flows, including the design, guidelines and support technology for 

knowledge management and best practices at local and international levels in matters related to Transparency, Integrity and 

Accountability.  

2.2 ACTIVITY: Training for members of the transparency/accountability network 

Training-of-trainers program for six members of the transparency/accountability network that will lead the capacity-building process in their own court offices. This 

program will avoid dispersion of training efforts on integrity and transparency, and will ensure a cross-cutting view of key issues. TORs will be developed in 

partnership with WBI, GDLN, higher education institutions in Chile, and civil society organizations. The program will include a training of trainers:  



(i) a two-phased process will take place. During the first phase of the process, the Chilean Judiciary will hold Video-Conferences with counterparts in Canada, 

Australia, the Netherlands and Sweden, who will share their experiences with the Chilean authorities. In the second phase, the Chilean Judiciary will select 2 OECD 

countries whose experiences are most closely aligned with the Judiciary#s existing framework and the Chilean realities. The two groups of trainees, six in total, will 

travel to the selected countries to meet with their counterparts in order to share experiences and create a working framework that can be adapted to the actions they 

wish to implement upon their return to HQ as trainers for colleagues in Santiago and the 15 regions; (6) career officials will split into two groups, each group 

consisting of one (1) high-ranking official from the Judiciary; one (1) official from the Administrative Corporation with managerial and decision-making capabilities; 

and one (1) official from the Communications department of the Judiciary. The groups will work for up to 2 weeks with counterparts in the Supreme Courts of at least 

two different OECD countries whose transparency and accountability standards provide the best fit for Chilean reality. The consultants will travel with, and guide, the 

study tour participants and assist them in the preparation of a report with recommendations on how to improve Chile#s own system based on the lessons learned and 

best practices acquired throughout the study tour.  

(ii) a course in Santiago on leadership and management for judicial officials members of the network (other than the ones that travelled abroad). As these officials 

will play a leading role in facilitating the implementation of the Access to State Public Information Act, and in promoting integrity, they have to be "certified" as 

leaders/advisors in transparency/accountability topics in a way that they can provide guidance to other judicial staff;  

(iii) an international seminar in Santiago on the OECD lessons learned and best practices that will bring the expertise of top-notch specialists from OECD countries. 

This seminar will not be limited to judicial officials but open to civil society, private sector, and academic institutions; and  

(iv) 5 regional seminars organized by network members for the benefit of non-network members that will reach judicial staff in the country's fifteen (15) regions. 

These seminars will feature participatory methodologies and case studies relevant to local conditions.  

2.2.1  OUTPUT:  6 trainers trained, Case Studies and other training materials, Lessons Learned. 

Members of the transparency/accountability and communication network trained lead the capacity-building process on international best 

practices.  

Key Monitoring Indicators  

1. INDICATOR Number of courses held using trained-trainers 

Base Value: 

0

Date: 

12/31/2009  

Target: 

20   

Date: 

12/31/2013  

2. INDICATOR No. of information requests received and processed through the revamped transparency/accountability mechanisms of the Judi ciary  

Base Value: Date: 



0 12/31/2009  

Target: 

5,000   

Date: 

12/31/2013  

3. INDICATOR Percentage of Chilean citizens surveyed that report an improved perception about the Judiciary performance in terms of tra nsparency  

Base Value: 

0

Date: 

12/31/2009  

Target: 

5% increase in improved perception by citizens surveyed (raising the total to around 40% from the current levels found in 

WBI#s baseline survey)   

Date: 

12/31/2013  

Other Contributors  

Government/Recipient Contribution (check all that apply): 

Office Facilities Local Transportation

Training Facilities Administrative Support

Counterpart Staff Time Audit

Trainee Staff Time Cash Contribution

Other 

Other Donor Financing (parallel or co-financing): 

There will be no other donor financing.  

Institutional and Implementation Arrangements  

(governance structures, implementation responsibilities, etc.) 



The Supreme Court#s Administrative Corporation (SCAC) will be the Project#s executing agency for the benefit of the Communications department. The SCAC is 

a decentralized public service, i.e., it has its own legal personality and administers its own financial resources; reports to the President of the Supreme Court and is 

responsible for coordinating, supervising, and enhancing staff performance in judicial agencies. SCAC is widely recognized among all public institutions as a highly 

technical entity, and has the necessary capacities and competences to ensure proper project implementation.  

However, given the nature of this proposal and the mandate of the Access to Information Institute envisioned in the Access to the State Public Information Act, the 

need for the SCAC to coordinate implementation of this grant with such Institute has been acknowledged.The Instituto will be regularly informed about the IDF 

program progress to ensure it is fully consistent with similar activities undertaken by the Executive.  

The Supreme Court also acknowledges that improving public institution management does not only depend on the senior management team but also on high-level 

professional groups that are capable of leading change processes, with strategic vision and ability to build teams and alliances inside the institution as well as with 

external stakeholders, within a strategic vision to tackle the challenges faced by public sector management. A special Project Steering Committee has been established 

with the SCAC to coordinate project activities as a follow-up of WBI program. The Committee will ensure a participatory approach to this initiative as it represents 

an alliance of different stakeholders including representatives from Civil Society, the Private Sector, Government, the Judiciary and other groups who articulate 

themselves around interests relating to the provision of justice.  

Proposed Use of Grant Funds  

Expense Overview 

Expense Category 
IDF Grant Funds 

(USD) 
% of Financing  

1. Consultants/Travel/Per Diem 396,300 81.14 

2. Training/Workshops 92,100 18.86 

3. Goods/Equipment 

4. Other(e.g. audit)   

Total 488,400 100 

Proposed Fiduciary Arrangements  

A. Financial Management and Audit Arrangement 

The Supreme Court of Justice, through the Administrative Corporation of the Judiciary - Department of Planning and Coordination-(SCAC), will be responsible for 

the execution of the IDF Grant. Financial Management and procurement specialists will carry out the capacity assessment of the SCAC and will decide on the most 

appropriate procurement and financial management arrangements.  

A designated account (DA) will be opened in a commercial bank acceptable to the Bank in the name of the SCAC. The authorized allocation of the Special Account 

will be $100,000. Withdrawal applications will be prepared by the SCAC. Bi-annual reporting of eligible expenditures under the Grant will be required. Withdrawals 

will be made on the basis of Statements of Expenditures (SOEs) for: (a) consultants services contracts (individuals or firms) estimated to cost less than US 50,000.00; 



(b) training/workshops; and (c) goods/equipment. Yearly audits will be carried out during the life of the grant and paid by the Corporation. The financial management 

and audit arrangements agreed with the SCAC will meet the Bank's minimum requirements. A financial management assess ment will be carried out before the 

finalization of the Grant Agreement (GA).  

The SCAC will keep adequate records and accounts to reflect (in accordance with accounting practices compatible with International Accounting Standards and in 

compliance with Chile requirements) grant operations and its financial condition.  

The Administrative Corporation of the Judiciary - Department of Planning and Coordination-(SCAC), will be responsible for auditing the grant at the end of the 

grant period. An audit by an independently recognized firm will be conducted at the end of the project.  

B. Procurement Arrangements 

The SCAC will also be responsible for procurement under the grant, the selection of consultants and the supervision of consultant contracts. The SCAC has 

experience with international cooperation as it has implemented an IDB Loan and will hire consultants in accordance with the provisions of the Guidelines "Selection 

and Employment of Consultants by World Bank Borrowers" and will procure goods in accordance with the provisions of the "Guidelines for Procurement under 

IBRD Loans and IDA Credits". Prior Bank review of procurement decisions would apply to contracts not processed under SOEs. A Procurement assessment will be 

carried out before GA.  

The activities of the grant have been reviewed exhaustively and agreed with the counterpart. The Bank will provide the required support to the counterpart#s staff 

during the preparation and implementation stages of the grant.  

The SCAC will assign technical staff to coordinate with the Communications department and other units in preparation of TORs and the supervision of consultants. 

C. Risks and Mitigating Measures 

The SCAC's capacity for setting and maintaining coherent policy priorities is very strong. However, the facts that the SCAC has never implemented a WB project 

before represents a minor risk to the Bank. This risk will be mitigated by having the support of fiduciary staff in a nearby Country Office (Lima, Peru) and the newly 

established representative office in Santiago. The IDF-financed activities will include efforts to generate consensus among Judicial officials around a single strategy 

on integrity and transparency. That strategy will reflect the inputs of officials representing more than half the total number of regions in the Chilean Judiciary.  

D. Supervision Arrangements 

Bank staff will oversee the implementation of this IDF on a permanent basis not only from the technical side but also fiduciary aspects. For this, the team will 

consist of a combination of international and local staff from WBI, LCSPS, LCSFM, LCSPR and LCC7C. In addition to this systematic oversight process, bi-annual 



supervision missions headed by LCSPS will be organized to ensure an adequate implementation of activities and disbursement of funds. Supervision costs are 

estimated to be around US$ 20,000 as in other IDF grants with two missions per year. Fiduciary staff, as project team members, will assure the financial management 

and procurement under the project will follow Bank guidelines.  

Project Team Members  

(Please include team members with following expertise: Procurement, Financial Management, LOA, and LEG) 

Name Title Unit 

Teresa Genta-Fons Lead Counsel LEGLA 

David F. Varela Sr Public Sector Spec. LCSPS 

Maria Gonzalez de Asis Sr Public Sector Spec. LCSPS 

Jose-Manuel Bassat Sr Communications Officer EXTOC 

Nelly Ikeda Financial Management Analyst LCSFM 

Francisco Lazzaro Temporary LCSPS 

Sandra Monica Tambucho Perez Team Leader CTRDM 

Carolina Luisa Vaira Operations Analyst WBIGV 

Tomas Socias Senior Procurement Specialist LCSPT 

Review and Clearances  

(CD/SM confirm endorsement of request, consistency with the CAS, non-availability of other funds and allocation 
of supervision funds) 

Country Director or Designee : Laura Frigenti 

Comment Date: 

Sector Manager or Designee : Veronica E. Zavala Lombardi 

Decision made: 

Sent for Revision Approved Not Approved

Decision date: 09/01/2010 

IDF Regional Coordinator or Designee : Dolly Aziz 

Decision made: 

Sent for Revision Sent to RIC Deny

Decision date: 09/01/2010 

Regional IDF Committee Chairperson or Designee : Denis Robitaille 



Decision made: 

Approved in Principle Approved Not Approved Sent for Revision

Decision date: 

Detailed Financial Plan  

Grant Amount Requested(USD): 488,400 Grant Amount Approved(USD):  

1. COMPONENT Change management and communications strategy  

IDF Grant Funds (USD): 317,240 

Other Financing (USD):

1.1 ACTIVITY: Design and Launch of the Chilean Judiciary's internal and external communications strategy 

1.1.1  OUTPUT: Internal communications strategy paper, updated Web Portal, Awareness raising campaign, Communicatio 

Budget Matrix  

Preliminary Timetable:Month 1 to Month 18 

Expense Category Input Qty Unit Cost (USD) IDF Grant (USD)
Other Financing 

(USD)  
Total (USD)  

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Cons. firm for audiovisual 

prod. & training of comm. staff 

in editing & publication of A/V 

material 

1 26,400 26,400 26,400

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Cons. firm to develop opinion 

research at national level 

(survey/focus groups) field 

work[flat rate] 

1 80,000 80,000 80,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Consultants to apply regional 

training module for comm. 

offices in 17 

jurisdictions@2,000 p/jurisdic 

17 2,000 34,000 34,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Consultants for 

diagnostic and strategy design 

[3 cons., 15 days @$500 p/day 

p/cons.] 

45 500 22,500 22,500

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional consultants Per diem 

+ hotel expenses [3 consultants 

x 15 days, 3 consultants x 22 

days]

111 260 28,860 28,860



Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional consultants [travel for 

6 consultants 1 trip each] 

6 1,500 9,000 9,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional consultants w/ 

communications expertise [3 

consultants, 22 days @ $500 

p/d per consultant] 

66 500 33,000 33,000

Total 233,760 233,760 

1.2 ACTIVITY: Design and initial implementation of the Chilean Judiciary's Communication department user services  

1.2.1  OUTPUT: System to engage with users of the Judiciary 

Budget Matrix  

Preliminary Timetable:Month 6 to Month 18 

Expense Category Input Qty Unit Cost (USD) IDF Grant (USD)
Other Financing 

(USD)  
Total (USD)  

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Local consultant to develop 

call-center [1 consultant, 20 

days @ 400 p/day] 

20 400 8,000 8,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Local firm to implement the 

technological capacity of the 

call center [flat rate] 

1 30,000 30,000 30,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Cons. w/ expertise on 

users services strategy design 

[2 cons., 12days @500 p/day 

p/cons] 

24 500 12,000 12,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Consultants Per diem 

+ hotel expenses [2 consultants 

x 12 days] 

24 260 6,240 6,240

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional consultants [travel for 

2 consultants, 1 trip each] 

2 1,500 3,000 3,000

Total 59,240 59,240 

1.3 ACTIVITY: Establishment of accountability mechanisms for managers and operators of the Chilean Judiciary 

1.3.1  OUTPUT: Training Program-Training Materials and Guidance Manuals 



Budget Matrix  

Preliminary Timetable:Month 6 to Month 18 

Expense Category Input Qty Unit Cost (USD) IDF Grant (USD)
Other Financing 

(USD)  
Total (USD)  

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Consultants Per diem 

+ hotel expenses [2 consultants 

x 12 days] 

24 260 6,240 6,240

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Consultants [travel 

for 2 consultants, 1 trip each] 

2 1,500 3,000 3,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Rgnl Cons. w/expertise on 

dvlpmnt of trnsprncy, intgrty & 

accntblty on user srvcs strtgy 

dsgn [2x12] 

24 500 12,000 12,000

Training/Workshops Information tech. tools to 

support mgmt (business 

intelligence)[venue, eqpmnt 

rent,C/L, app.30people 

1 3,000 3,000 3,000

Total 24,240 24,240 

2. COMPONENT Establishment of a knowledge exchange framework to facilitate access to international best practices   

IDF Grant Funds (USD): 171,160 

Other Financing (USD):

2.1 ACTIVITY: Establishment of a peer-to-peer knowledge exchange framework to facilitate access to international 

2.1.1  OUTPUT: Network of key judicial officials responsible for facilitating access 

Budget Matrix  

Preliminary Timetable:Month 18 to Month 24 

Expense Category Input Qty Unit Cost (USD) IDF Grant (USD)
Other Financing 

(USD)  
Total (USD)  

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Cons. w/expertise on 

transparency, integrity and 

accountability [3 cons x 22 

days] 

66 500 33,000 33,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Consultants Per diem 

+ hotel expenses [3 consultants 

x 22 days] 

66 260 17,160 17,160

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem 

Regional Consultants [3 

consultants, 1 trip each] 

3 1,500 4,500 4,500

Consultants/Travel/Per Regional Consultants [travel 3 600 1,800 1,800



Diem for 3 consultants guiding 

regional training, 1 trip each]. 

Training/Workshops 4 trng sessions of internal 

diffusion at rgnl lvl on T,I & A 

[venue, eqpmnt, C/L, app. 

120ppl] 

4 3,000 12,000 12,000

Total 68,460 68,460 

2.2 ACTIVITY: Training for members of the transparency/accountability network 

2.2.1  OUTPUT:  6 trainers trained, Case Studies and other training materials, Lessons Learned. 

Budget Matrix  

Preliminary Timetable:Month 20 to Month 24 

Expense Category Input Qty Unit Cost (USD) IDF Grant (USD) Other Financing 

(USD) 

Total (USD)  

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem

Regional/International 

consultants Per diem+hotel 

24 300 7,200 7,200

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem

Regional/International 

consultants travel to selected 

2 2,000 4,000 4,000

Consultants/Travel/Per 

Diem

Rgnl/Intl cons. to guide study 

tour to OECD countries for 6 

24 600 14,400 14,400

Training/Workshops 5 regional seminars to reach 

judicial staff in the countries 

5 3,000 15,000 15,000

Training/Workshops Course in Santiago on ldrship 

& mgmt for judicial offs. to 

1 12,500 12,500 12,500

Training/Workshops Intl seminar in Santiago on 

OECD lessons learned for 

1 16,000 16,000 16,000



Training/Workshops Per diem+hotel expenses in 

OECD countries for SCJ 

trainees[6 trainees x 12 days] 

72 300 21,600 21,600

Training/Workshops travel to selected OECD 

countires for 6 SCJ officials to 

be trained [6 trainees, 1 trip 

each] 

6 2,000 12,000 12,000

Total 102,700 102,700 


